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Dear Congregation Anshe Chesed Friends,
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To say this is an unusual year at Anshe Chesed is probably a monumental
understatement! Nevertheless, we’ve done our best to maintain as close to a
Leonard Neuringer functioning shul as possible. Daily and Shabbos services have re-started (with
Executive Vice
some limitations) and all of our shiurim and lectures are taught over zoom and
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facebook. We continue to maintain, improve, and enhance the building with a
focus on cleaning and sanitizing. We look forward and plan for future upcoming
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events.
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Norma Fuerst Allen With the Yomim Tovim approaching we’re hoping to see as many of our members
Recording Secretary as possible, and we’ve arranged for indoor and outdoor services over the High
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Holidays to accommodate the various needs and safety standards for our
members.
Just as many of our lives and livelihoods have been changed over the last six
months, the same can be said about the finances of Anshe Chesed, and
understandably so. We’ve done as much as possible to lower expenses where
possible, but our facility, expenses, & payroll can be reduced only so much. We
have a responsibility to keep Anshe Chesed viable and functioning as well as we
can and we need your support.
Therefore, we ask you to kindly contribute to our annual Kol Nidrei appeal. If
finances are tighter this year, consider a smaller contribution at whatever level.
For those who have more financial flexibility, please consider pledging to the shul
a higher amount than in previous years.
On behalf of the officers and members of the board, I thank you in advance for
your generosity and thoughtfulness.
Hoping that all your prayers for the New Year are answered affirmatively &
speedily.
Look forward to seeing you in shul!
Leonard Neuringer
Kol Nidre Chair
You now have three ways to make your pledge or donation:
1. Online, at the shul website,
https://www.anshechesed.org/form/kol-nidre-appeal.html
2. Fill out below and mail to synagogue with a check.
3. Call the shul office at (908) 486-8616 to pay by credit card.
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